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Textual Analysis: La Mujer Sin Cabeza (2008)
Sequence Running time: 00:03:11 – 00:08:11
The scene I have chosen is taken from the beginning of the film, where we see
the main character, Veronica, leaving a family gathering and hitting something

while driving her car, and the aftermath of the accident. The very opening scene

of the film, right before the extract, shows four boys and a dog playing in the
same area through which Veronica will soon drive, and one of the boys getting

stuck in the canal alongside the road. In the extract we see that she hits a dog
with her car, with the question remaining whether she hit and killed one of the

boys, as well setting up the whole film. I am going to analyze the sequence in

terms of its social and political context as well as its use of diegetic sound,
cinematography, editing and sequencing, narrative techniques, and the

filmmaker’s intentions and vision.

The first important symbol in the scene is her hair color, which is dyed blonde,
and attracts a compliment from a friend at the beginning of the extract (Fig. 1),

making it the first of many positive and negative comments about her hair color
throughout the rest of the film. At the end, she dyes it dark brown, “a sort of

impossible redemption”, as she refuses to acknowledge the murder that she may
have committed (Sosa: 73).

Figure 1 – A friend compliments Veronica on her hair color
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The total lack of soundtrack is another important element of my chosen

sequence, and it is typical of director Lucrecia Martel in her drama films (Beck:
746). She uses little to no non-diegetic sounds to create a more immersive feel,

so that we hear only what the characters hear. In this scene, what we can hear is
the song “Soley Soley”, by a group (appropriately) named Middle of the Road.
The director described the band as making the type of music that the people who

ignored the dictatorship would listen to, referring to the political state of
Argentina in the recent past (Taubin). I think it has a very thoughtless, cheerful

quality that seems to evoke a sense of willful oblivion that perhaps people who
were ignoring the negative side of the government would feel, and it connects to
Veronica’s state of mind, with her willful ignorance of a possible murder.

The lack of soundtrack puts us more into the shoes of the character, as does the

behind-the-wheel perspective that Martel uses at the beginning of the scene. The
director said that she treats her camera like another character, and will therefore

never put it in a place where a person would not be (Taubin). For instance, in the
car scene the camera is never on the hood, but always either in Veronica’s seat or

the seat beside her. In the beginning we see directly from her eyes, there is an

animal crossing sign, which is almost a foreshadowing, and then a few seconds

later the crash occurs, when she looks down to pick up her phone and the

camera goes down with her. What follows is a very long single shot of her profile,
as she seems to contemplate whether she should get out and look at what she

has done. She makes some hesitant movements, as if she were going to open the

door, but she never really does. In the end she just puts on her sunglasses,

symbolically shielding her eyes from the crime. Then she turns on her car and
keeps driving, both literally and figuratively leaving the accident and the possible

murder behind.

We get a brief shot of what she has left behind, which is the body of a dog on the

road. We can see that she hit a dog, but we do not know if she also hit a boy,

because if she has, he has probably been forced into the canal by the impact.

Later in the film, a body is found in that canal, supposedly having drowned, the

issue still remaining of whether she hit him or not. Though the film is in some
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ways set up like a mystery, the director herself has said that there is no real

answer to the question driving it, what is more important than what actually
happened is how Veronica responds to it (Taubin).

When the camera goes back to the inside of the car, we can see that the set of
handprints on the window that we noticed earlier in the scene has shifted (Fig.
2). The handprints were put there by a little boy at the beginning of the extract,

and Veronica had behaved very affectionately towards him, her fondness for
children making it even more disturbing that she is now ignoring the fact that

she may have killed one. Not only do the prints remind us of that interaction, but

the slight change of their angle and position on the window has no material

explanation in the film, and is a sort of surreal horror-like technique to make us

think that perhaps they were in some way placed there by the boy she may have
collided with and killed.

Figure 2 – The handprints on the car window shift position

After driving for a little bit longer, she finally parks her car and gets out as it

starts to rain, this change in weather signaling the change in tone of the film,

from sunny and light-hearted to dark and serious. It also seems to suggest that
the rain is washing the blood off her car, if there is any, erasing any actual

evidence of what she has done and leaving her with her own moral obligation to

admit the truth about it. This is something she never thoroughly does, even when
she ends up telling her fears to her husband, “she strenuously conceals from -

herself the knowledge of her own guilt” (Bradshaw). Also, the rain on the

windshield of the car blurs her figure as she stands outside, which is perhaps

symbolic of the way her reality and sense of self are going to be blurred for the

rest of the film (Fig. 3). To convey the confusion and detachment from reality
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that the character is experiencing, the director uses shallow focus lengths
throughout the whole film (Andermann: 160).

Figure 3 – Veronica’s figure is blurred by the rain

The extract is important because it is the triggering event of the plot and it also
sets the film on to a dark tone, separating the viewer from the familiar situation

portrayed in the previous scene. There was a very light tone to the mothers and
children talking around their cars, but at this point, with a potential murder at

hand, we are separated from Veronica and are therefore able to feel her shock,
but not her guilt, as we begin to judge her and her actions. The scene is also a

good example of how acting in visual symbolism forms the narrative style of the

film, as does the lack of soundtrack.

The cultural context of the film is the presence of racism in Argentinian society.
This comes from the idea that Argentina was founded by, and therefore belongs

to, white European immigrants, which materializes itself in society as a disregard

for lower class, darker skinned people. Veronica is a relatively comfortable upper

middle class white blonde woman, whereas the boys shown in the beginning of

the film were visibly less wealthy and had darker skin.

Martel herself stated that this film is symbolic of the refusal of the upper class to

acknowledge the economic gap between themselves and the lower class
(Taubin). This is visible with Veronica’s failure to admit the damage that she may
have caused to the boy and his family. She also said that she sees a lot of danger

in the way that individuals “refuse to take responsibility for larger-scale
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problems” and therefore wanted to create this film not only as a psychological

thriller, but also, and more importantly, as commentary, examining and

discussing the responsibility of the upper class to make society a better place,

which adds to the cultural significance of the film (Taubin).
Word count: 1326

Important – please note:
•

•

•

This is not authentic assessment material. This work has been fabricated to
enable teachers to experiment with applying the assessment criteria. It may not
fulfil all of the formal requirements of the assessment task as outlined in the guide
(including academic honesty).
The layout and format of this work has been adapted for publishing, translating
and copyright purposes. Therefore this work should not be used as an exemplar
to guide students in the creation of work for assessment.
This work will be replaced with authentic candidate work after first assessment in
2019.
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